
Dates and report numbers for each use of the Emergency Response Vehicle

All dates and report numbers collected from Tibron and TriTech report writing systems. 

Date Report Number Date Report Number
4/25/2013 13-2134 5/17/2018 18-2617

5/31/2018 18-2917
6/3/2018 18-2969

Date Report Number 6/9/2018 18-3074
8/6/2014 14-4381 6/16/2018 18-3149

Date Report Number Date Report Number
2/19/2015 15-950 1/31/2019 19-585
3/11/2015 15-1343 4/14/2019 19-2052
7/27/2015 15-3987 7/25/2019 19-4148
10/6/2015 15-5383 12/18/2019 19-6896

10/23/2015 15-5674

Date Report Number
Date Report Number 4/2/2020 20-01490

2/9/2016 16-713 9/3/2020 20-03770
2/15/2016 16-831 10/14/2020 20-04329
3/16/2016 16-1371
4/1/2016 16-1694

4/14/2016 16-1096
4/21/2016 16-1984
4/21/2016 16-2067

10/19/2016 16-5622

Date Report Number
2/1/2017 17-643
2/7/2017 17-758

6/12/2017 17-3256
6/16/2017 17-3327

11/17/2017 17-6634
12/6/2017 17-7048

2018

2019

2020

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017



2013 

13-2134: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for San Leandro PD with a high risk search warrant.  ERV 
was actively used to transport SLPD SWAT Team during the operation, providing protection/cover for 
officers.  

 

2014 

14-4381: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD with an armed barricaded subject.  ERV 
actively used to transport BPD SWAT to front of the location, providing protection/cover from possible 
gunfire. 

 

2015 

15-950: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD with a high risk search warrant in Oakland.  ERV 
actively used in serving the search warrant. 

15-1343: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD for a multi-jurisdictional operation that 
involved a high risk search/arrest warrant in Oakland.  ERV utilized to transport SLPD SWAT to the 
location. 

15-3987: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD with a search for an armed robbery suspect.  
ERV actively used to transported BPD SWAT operators during the search.   

15-5383: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD regarding a barricaded suspect.  ERV was on 
standby at Berkeley command post.  Suspect was taken into custody without the use of the ERV. 

15-5674: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for planned operation by BPD.  ERV utilized to transport BPD 
SWAT personnel to front of location and suspect taken into custody without incident.  ERV actively used 
for protection/cover. 

 

2016 

16-713: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for SLPD regarding a subject who was possibly in possession 
of explosives.  ERV actively used and staged at the scene while SLPD searched the residence. 

16-831: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for SLPD regarding an armed suicidal subject.  ERV actively 
used to provide protection/cover while transporting SLPD officers during an area check.   

16-1371: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for BPD with a possible barricaded suspect.  ERV actively used 
for protection/cover for BPD during the incident.   

16-1694: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for SLPD regarding a high risk search warrant.  ERV was 
utilized to transport SLPD SWAT Team to location.  ERV was actively used for protection/cover.   



16-2067: Alameda- Evading case involving possible suspect from a previous shooting.  ERV was actively 
used as protection/cover for officers dealing with a possible armed suspect who evaded uniformed 
police officers while driving a vehicle.   

16-5622: Oakland- Berkeley PD requested an outside agency assist for a high risk search warrant in 
Oakland.  The ERV was utilized to transport the Berkeley PD SWAT Team, who executed the search 
warrant. 

 

2017 

17-643: Alameda- Shooting investigation stemming from a home invasion.  A suspect broke into a 
residence and was shot by the homeowner.  The ERV was deployed to the scene for protection/cover 
since it was unknown whether an armed suspect was still inside.  The ERV loudspeaker was used to 
make announcement prior to a robot, K9, and search team clearing the residence.   

17-758: Berkeley- Outside agency request for a high risk search warrant.  APD responded with the ERV, 
but the operation was ultimately cancelled due to the suspect being at an unfamiliar location. 

17-3256: Oakland- Outside agency request by Oakland PD to assist with an event at Oracle Arena.  After 
the event, the ERV was used to assist with a shots fired call in Oakland.  The initial request at Oracle 
Arena was for security and to prevent attack(s).  The second request was to provide protection/cover 
from possible gunfire. 

17-3327: Oakland- The Alameda PD SWAT Team assisted in Oakland with a pre-planned security detail.  
Oakland PD requested assistance for a large victory parade being held for the Golden State Warriors. 
The Alameda PD SWAT Team was responsible for responding to any significant attack(s) and also to 
prevent any vehicles from entering the parade route.     

17-6634: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD in serving an arrest warrant.  The ERV was 
utilized to transport BPD SWAT Team to the location to serve the arrest warrant.  The ERV was actively 
used for protection/cover.  

17-7048: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD to assist their SWAT operation with taking a 
murder suspect into custody.  The ERV was utilized to transport BPD SWAT Team to serve the warrant.  
The ERV was used as transportation and protection/cover.   

 

2018 

18-02617: Berkeley- Outside agency assist for Berkeley PD for a search/arrest warrant.  The ERV was 
utilized to transport BPD SWAT Team and during the execution of the search/arrest warrant.  

18-02917: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD.  The ERV was utilized at the Oracle Arena for 
the Golden State Warriors Championship game.  This was to assist with security and to prevent attack(s) 
related to terrorism. 



18-02969: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD.  The ERV was utilized at the Oracle Arena for 
the Golden State Warriors Finals game.  This was to assist with security and to prevent attack(s) related 
to terrorism. 

18-03074: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD.  The ERV was utilized at the Oracle Arena for 
the Golden State Warriors Championship game.  This was to assist with security and to prevent attack(s) 
related to terrorism.  After the game, the ERV was used to monitor areas in Oakland with sideshow 
problems. 

18-03149: Oakland- The Alameda PD SWAT Team assisted as a security detail for the Warriors 
Championship parade.  This was to assist with traffic control and respond to any possible attack(s).  

 

2019 

19-00585: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for San Leandro PD.  ERV utilized for containment and 
security during a high risk search warrant. 

19-02052: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD.  The request was for assistance with crowd 
control due to numerous sideshows throughout the City of Oakland.   

19-04148: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for San Leandro PD with an arrest/search warrant.  ERV 
utilized to transport San Leandro SWAT personnel to the location.   

19-06896: Oakland- Outside agency assist for Oakland PD with an arrest/search warrant.  ERV utilized to 
transport Oakland PD SWAT personnel to the location.   

19-00871: Alameda- Alameda PD SWAT executed an arrest/search warrant for a suspect of multiple 
strong arm robberies.  The ERV was utilized as protection/cover for SWAT operators.  The ERV 
loudspeaker was also used to make announcements and the suspect was taken into custody without 
incident. 

19-02731: Hayward- Alameda PD SWAT assisted Oakland PD with a high risk arrest/search warrant.  The 
primary suspect was wanted for weapon charges, burglary, and was associated with a violent Oakland 
gang.  The ERV was utilized as protection/cover for SWAT personnel.   

 

2020 

20-01490: San Leandro- Outside agency assist for San Leandro PD with an arrest/search warrant.  The 
ERV was utilized on a perimeter location while SLPD executed the warrant. 

20-03770: Oakland- Outside agency assist for San Leandro PD for an operation in Oakland.  The ERV was 
used for transport of San Leandro PD SWAT operators.  Alameda PD SWAT Team members took a 
perimeter position with the ERV while SLPD executed the warrant.   

20-04329: Oakland- Outside agency assist for California Highway Patrol with a search warrant.  The 
ERV’s lights and PA system were utilized and a single occupant was detained.   



NOTE: Two uses were mutual aid and outside agency assists in 2020 after the Budget adoption.    

Below is motion in the second meeting of June approving the Budget with direction included in the City 
Council approval.   

Approval of the proposed budget with the following direction: 1) a special City Council meeting will 
be called before June 30th with one agenda item – “City Council workshop on setting goals, 
discussing concepts and work planning in support of engaging the Alameda Community in 
discussions of transforming how our City provides community services, responses and law 
enforcement and to review and provide direction on policing policies and procedures;” 2) the 
2020/21 budget is approved with the direction that it return for further consideration in October 
with proposed changes identified and developed during the Council and community engagement 
process; 3) the Council will hold special meetings as needed and work through the August break to 
facilitate the process for transforming how our City provides community services, responses and 
law enforcement; 4) staff will return to the Council with a proposal for changing any response 
protocols for Alameda Police, including any changes announced in May or June of 2020, including 
any budgetary impacts; 5) all Policing policy changes will be brought to the City Council for approval 
before implementation, in the instance where changes in State or federal law or courts rule that 
change is required, changes can be made and brought to the next available Council meeting for 
ratification, and, if approved, posted to the City website; 6) as the 2019/20 budget had significantly 
reduced spending for the Police Department that resulted in a nearly $3 million savings, the budget 
is approved with the following stipulations: 1) hold current vacancies until October budget meeting; 
2) grant the City Manager authority to shift funds as needed through October 2020 with continued 
public reporting, to cover changes in service related to service response policies that are approved 
by the City Council or have been announced and will be implemented before October 2020; 3) 
begin the process to sell the Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport response vehicle and return to 
Council with policies that outline collaboration with regional partners for the rare occasion when 
such a vehicle may be needed; 4) in an effort to demilitarize our Police Department, funds 
allocated to APD may not be used to purchase, procure, or maintain military grade equipment, such 
as tear gas, armored vehicles, etc.; 5) support the proposed removal of City Police staff from 
Alameda Schools per the agreement made with the Alameda Unified School District (AUSD). 
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